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PROGRAMME

HOSTS

9.30-10.00
Welcome Coffee
10.00-10.15
Introduction: Anne Bouverot, CEO, Safran Identity &
Security
10.15-11.15
Round Table One
Building public-private convergence for strong
digital identities

Anne Bouverot
Welcome Address
Chair and CEO at Safran Identity & Security, will
set the scene for the day ahead.

This round table will explore the various models
currently taking shape to build digital identity platforms and services in both the public and private
sectors
11.15-11.45
Break
11.45-12.45
Round Table Two
Keeping it simple while building digital trust in a
growing digital world
This round table will explore how User-Experience is
critical to the success of any digital identity model
or system
12.45-14.00
Lunch
14.00-16.00
Optional breakout sessions

Manek Dubash
Moderator
Senior writer at ZDNet, Techworld, PC Magazine
and NetEvents International TV presenter. Manek
will moderate the Digital Identity Day panel
sessions.

PANELISTS

Panel 1:
Steve PANNIFER
COO

Consult Hyperion www.chyp.com/
Steve is an identity technology and security expert. He works for banks, mobile operators and leading technology
companies on digital identity strategy. He has had involvement in UK Verify and contributed to several OIX projects, and
has more than a passing interest in blockchain related identity initiatives.

Mari PEDAK
Senior Consultant, Digital Identity Expert
e-Governance Academy, Estonia www.ega.ee/
A top civil servant in Estonian Government for 22 years, including the Director General of the Citizenship and Migration
Board, Mari spearheads Estonia’s flagship identity and authentication policies. As a Senior Consultant of the
e-Governance Academy her main tasks are planning and implementing Estonia’s e-government and e-identity programs.

Didier SERRA
EVP Sales & Marketing
SecureKey www.securekey.com/
Didier Serra, EVP Sales & Marketing, leads all of SecureKey’s market facing activities including sales, channel
partnerships, technology partnerships, marketing, and program delivery. He brings SecureKey two decades of experience
in contactless, near field communication (NFC), secure microprocessors together with broad engineering,
operational, sales and marketing experience in international markets.

David RENNIE
Lead Technical Architect, Identity Assurance Programme
Government Digital Service, UK Cabinet Office gds.blog.gov.uk/about/
David Rennie is Head of Industry Engagement for GOV.UK Verify, the UK Government’s federated digital identity service.
Prior to joining the GOV.UK Verify team he was with UK Home Office’s Identity Card Programme.

PANELISTS

Panel 2:
Jon SHAMAH
Chair at EEMA; www.eema.org
Advisory Board Member at Trust in Digital Life www.trustindigitallife.eu/
Chair of EEMA and a recognised international digital Identity & trust subject matter expert, Jon specialises in
maximising the technology and operational value chain of very large scale e-ID programmes. He contributes to European
Programs such as TDL, ATTPS, ECIM, and FutureID, FutureTrust and LIGHTest. In addition, Jon is former co-chairman of
ITU-T, SG17, Joint-Coordination for IDM, and is currently a registered expert at ENISA for Cyber standards coordination.

Alexis NORMAND
Healthcare Development Director
Withings www.withings.com/
Head of Withings healthcare division, Alexis is in charge of promoting adoption of connected devices among the general
public and industry influencers. He drives new health-centric business models for pharmaceutical companies, doctors,
researchers and companies who want to promote employee health.

Vincent BOUATOU
VP Business Development, Biometric Technologies
Safran Identity & Security www.safran-identity-security.com
Vincent has led several research programs dedicated to the development and improvement of Safran proprietary
biometric technology. He managed the initial research program leading to the integration of iris recognition technology
in Safran’s portfolio and managed a world-class research team in charge of fingerprint recognition technology. Since
Jan 1st 2016, he has led Safran’s Innovation & Business Support Group.

David ROINE
Connected Car Product Group Marketing Manager
Valeo http://www.valeo.com/en
David Roine is in charge of the product marketing of Connected car BG in Valeo. Valeo is an Automotive supplier, partner
to all automakers worldwide. As a technology company, Valeo proposes innovative products and systems that contribute
to the reduction of CO2 emissions, the improvement of vehicle performance and to the development of intuitive driving.
Valeo is spearheading the new initiatives that drive safety, security and confidence for the next generation of connected
cars.
Janne JUTILA

Director of Commercial, Government and Regulatory issues
GSMA www.gsma.com/
Focused on GSMA’s Personal Data and Mobile Identity program since 2013, Janne has helped make Mobile Connect the
new standard in digital security across several countries. His current role is Director, Head of Commercial,
Government and Regulatory Issues. Before GSMA he headed up New Services & Markets business at Elisa, the largest
telecom operator in Finland.

